Qualifications / Requirements

• Locations cannot participate in regulation market as Demand Response when there is no load or when there are injections at the POI unless they have an interconnection agreement (ISA or WMPA).

• For locations capable of producing power (battery or generator) without a wholesale market interconnection agreement (ISA/WMPA):
  – CSP verifies that the installation of the behind the meter generator/battery meets any EDC’s installation/operation requirements and provides such verification to PJM.
  – CSP provides PJM most recent 12 months of interval load data (e.g. hourly) for the location’s POI meter(s).

    • PJM will calculate the probability of injections at the POI based on the generator/battery capability and the distribution of the historic load data (at the POI)
    • If the calculated probability is greater than 2%, PJM will require real time metering (2 second scan rate) and associated data storage for the purpose of random injection auditing to determine if location is participating in violation of the rule that locations cannot participate in regulation market as Demand Response when there is no load or when there are injections at the POI.